ABSTRACT Testing of real-time embedded systems (RTESs) under input timing constraints is a critical issue. Models which can specify timing constraints have respective merits and demerits and test suites which can cover more input possibilities and detect more faults under input timing constraints are worthy of study. In this paper, clocked computation tree logic which is used to specify input timing constraints is presented. Neighbor covering arrays and parallel input time correlation test suites are introduced to test RTESs under serial and parallel input timing constraints. Three algorithms are described in generating test suites, respectively, and corresponding random testing-based algorithms which are used as baselines for comparison are introduced. Benchmarks with different configurations are conducted to evaluate the algorithms' performance. Three real-world RTESs are tested with the test suites described in this paper, respectively. The test results show that random testing may omit some neighbor input time point combinations as the randomness and increase test suite scales. This fact may lead to the omission of some faults and heavy costs. Therefore, the proposed test suites are more effective and efficient for testing RTESs under input timing constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time embedded systems (RTESs) have been extensively applied in many fields, especially for business, industry and safety critical applications [1] . When RTESs are used to safety critical fields, such as aviation and spaceflight, failure would cause a significant increase in safety risk for the people and/or environment involved and where the verification of the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Muhammad Jawad Ikram.
function of their software is of the utmost importance [2] . Functional testing is a field of software testing that relates to testing software's ability to function, given environmental conditions, for a particular amount of time [3] . As the primary purpose of RTESs is to respond to or react to signals from their environment [2] , a large number of excitation signals can be injected into RTESs during functional testing and the actual response results can be obtained from RTESs. The expected response results of excitation signals can be derived from the functional requirements document. Then, faults can be detected by comparing the expected response results with the actual response results. In general, in order to detect more faults, the excitation signal needs to cover more input possibilities.
However, functional testing of RTESs is particularly challenging since they operate in a physical environment composed of possibly large numbers of sensors and actuators. Various input timing constraints are imposed on RTESs by the real-time behavior of the environment to which they are interfaced [1] , [2] . An input timing constraint is usually a time interval which limits the input time interval between two neighbor inputs strictly [4] . In general, timing of interactions with the real-world environment in which RTESs operate can have a significant impact on the resulting behavior of test cases. Once any time interval is violated, RTESs may produce unexpected or severe results. For example, a RTES of a telephone system [5] receives a digit sequence in the process of dialing, in which the time interval between each two neighbor digit is less than five seconds. Once a time interval between two neighbor digits is greater than or equal to five seconds, the timeout signal will be issued and this connection is invalid.
The existence of timing constraints in the input space increases the difficulty of testing [6] . When there is no existing of input timing constraints, an identical input sequence from input space can only result in a unique expected result or behavior. However, in the presence of input timing constraints, an identical input sequence may lead to diverse results or behaviors based on different input time intervals between each two neighbor inputs in the input sequence. To test these aspects completely, it had better configure different time intervals between the same neighbor inputs. It is obvious that an input sequence may be changed into plenty of different sequences, when each input is assigned a specific time. The existence of timing constraints makes test suite construction more complex, as an extra dimension is added to test suite construction.
Generally speaking, in order to evaluate the function or reliability of RTESs comprehensively, comprehensive testing is needed. RTESs are regarded as ''black boxes'' so that the models, internal states and structures of RTESs are not considered by this time. Test suites are sampled from the input space. For comprehensive testing, more input possibilities are needed to be included into test suites.
The common method to test the systems under test (SUTs) with input timing constraints is random testing [1] , [7] . For inputs each with a specific input time interval, random testing samples a time point for each input based on its related interval randomly. A test case is just an input sequence, where each input corresponds a specific time point. As many faults of SUTs are caused by input time point combinations in input time space [8] , [9] , random testing may have an inadequate ability to detect faults. However, test cases constructed by combinatorial testing (CT) can cover all the time point combinations between inputs compared with random testing [10] - [12] .
A test suite which covers all the time point combinations between each two neighbor inputs can help to detect more faults caused by input timing. In this paper, we focus on the test suite generation method of neighbor input time points in view of time correlation of neighbor time points. We use Neighbor Covering Arrays (NCAs) [13] and their enhanced versions to test RTESs under serial input timing constraints. Parallel Input Time Correlation Test Suites (PITCTSs) are proposed to cover the timing correlations under parallel input timing constraints. As random testing is frequently-used functional testing methods, we take random testing as a comparison method to compare the capacity of fault detection.
The test suite construction algorithms which can generate as few as possible sizes are presented and test suites constructed by random algorithms are applied to compare the performance and capacity of detecting faults. We just consider the faults caused by an input time interval between two neighbor inputs as they have a primary and obvious impact on RTESs generally [9] . The results of experiments and test show that the test coverage criteria proposed can cover all the neighbor time point combinations and random testing has some shortcomings in generation time, coverage and test suite scales. Three real world systems are used as the RTESs under test. The test suites proposed are beneficial to detect faults caused by input time point interactions and can improve testing efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, Section II describes input timing constraints of RTESs and test suites used in this paper for testing. Then, Section III outlines the existing and our proposed algorithms, whereas Section IV evaluates the performance of the algorithms. Section V describes the applications and reports empirical results. Related works are presented in Section VI. Finally, the paper is concluded with a brief summary in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, first we introduce input timing constraints, and then present test suites which are used to test RTESs.
A. INPUT TIMING CONSTRAINTS
Functional testing is an essential method of software testing that examines the functionality of RTESs without peering into its internal structures or states. Functional testing just focuses on the input patterns and the organization of input factor values. A test case is just an integration of input factors according to input patterns and that factor values are selected reasonably. A test case which is valid for testing needs to satisfy input timing constraints.
Input timing constraints describe the input factors which are subject to time limits. Input factors can be divided into serial input factors and parallel input factors based on their input patterns. Serial input factors are input in sequence whereas parallel input factors are input respectively. Serial input factors may be a single factor which is input in a timed sequence or multiple factors which are input one by one in a timed sequence. According to the correlation among input factors, they can generally be classified into two categories: independent input factors and relevant input factors.
Independent input factors are the input factors which are under independent timing constraints, whereas relevant input factors are the input factors which are under relevant timing constraints. In the case of serial independent input factors, each input factor has an independent input relationship. Testers simply need to consider the input timing of input factors. Thus, input time can be selected in a timed sequence according to given input timing constraints. For example, to an independent input factor, it is restricted to be executed at 2, 5, and 10 seconds and so on. In the case of serial relevant input factors, input factors have some complex input constraint relationships, such as input factors u and y are restricted to be executed at the same time within five seconds after input factor z is executed. In the case of parallel independent input factors, multiple input factors are input in a timed sequence concurrently, such as three factors f 1 , f 2 and f 3 which are restricted to be executed in time intervals [0, 1], [2, 5] and [7, 10] respectively. For parallel relevant input factors, there may exist timed correlations among factors or among inputs of a single factor.
Input timing constraints, which are a type of input rules, usually assign input factors specific time points or time intervals. Input timing constraints according to the nature of continuity of time can be divided into discrete timing constraints and continuous timing constraints [14] . They can be periodic and aperiodic. In this paper, we just consider the aperiodic discrete timing constraints, where each input factor is often assigned a deterministic input time point or a nondeterministic input time interval. For the deterministic input time, we use t 0 , t 1 [15] . The CCTL syntax is defined as follows [17] :
where ''AP'' is an atomic proposition and m, n ∈ N 0 are time bounds with m ≤ n. The closed interval [m, n] can also be changed to open interval (m, n) as appropriate. ''¬'', ''∧'', ''→'', ''⊕'', ''∨'' and '' '' are the classical logic operators included in CCTL syntax. ''¬'' is ''not'' operator, ''∧'' is ''and'' operator, ''→'' is ''lead to'' operator, ''⊕'' is ''exclusive or'' operator, ''∨'' is ''or'' operator and '' '' is ''not exclusive or'' operator. ''φ'' is the CCTL formula. ''X '' and ''F'' are the temporal operators, where ''X '' is the ''next'' operator, ''F'' is the ''final'' operator. ''A'' and ''E'' are path quantifiers. A ''path'' is an infinite sequence of states, denoted as ''ρ''. If a CCTL formula ''φ'' is true in path ''ρ'', then we write ρ | φ. As there are potentially many paths in a system in practice, ''E'' means that ''at least one path exists that satisfies the temporal operator'', and ''A'' means ''for all paths that satisfy the temporal operator''. In testing, generated test suites are equivalent to the paths and they need to satisfy the constraints presented by CCTL formulas, denoted as a test suite | φ. We also omit ''a test suite | '' in the specification of input timing constraints. The constraints specified above are comprised of only one temporal operator. As constraints often have complex forms and conditions in real systems, the complex constraints can also be specified through a combination of basic forms with the logical operator ''→''. The timing constraint that an independent input factor u is restricted to be input at 2, 5 and 10 seconds, can be denoted as EX [t=2∧t=5∧t=10] u. The timing constraint that three input factors u, y and z are restricted to be executed at the same time at 3, 7 and 12 seconds, can be denoted as EX [t=3∧t=7∧t=12] (u ∧ y ∧ z). The timing constraint that input factors u and y are restricted to be executed at the same time within five seconds after z is executed, can be denoted as EX (z) → EXEF [0, 5] (u ∧ y). It should be noted that the clock is reset when EX is combined with temporal operators. Thus, the clock starts at zero to the CCTL formula EF [0, 5] (u ∧ y). The timing constraint that three factors f 1 , f 2 and f 3 are restricted to be executed in time intervals [0, 1], [2, 5] and [7, 10] respectively, can be denoted as
B. TEST SUITES
The input space based on time is continuous and infinite generally. Input timing constraints reduce the input time space noticeably. However, the reduced input space is still infinite, as in terms of a very minor time interval it is impossible to test each time point of it.
Common functional testing methods are equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis [18] , [19] . For example, an independent input factor u is restricted to be executed in three intervals respectively. They are [0, 1], [2, 5] and [7, 10] . To test the three inputs of factor u, three time points should be designed. As the first input time point belongs to the interval [0, 1], two time points 0 and 1 can be selected. As the second input time point belongs to the interval [2, 5] , three equivalence classes can be divided, such as [2, 3) , [3, 4) and [4, 5] . If one point is selected in each class, 2, 3.5 and 5 may be selected. In the same way, three points 7, 8.5 and 10 are selected in the interval [7, 10] . Then all the time points selected according to the three domains are shown in table 1. The way to select input time points for input factors is the same as independent input factors. For a SUT with relevant input factors example, input factor y is restricted to be executed in the interval [0, 3], input factor z is restricted to be [2, 5] and [7, 10] .
executed not less than 5 seconds after y is executed, and input factor w is restricted to be executed not less than 20 seconds after z is executed. We use the same way to select input time points for independent input factors, and the selected time points for each input factor are shown in table 2. Random testing can detect potential system faults generally, whereas for some specific situations random testing cannot perform better than CT [10] - [12] . Especially for RTESs, some faults may be caused by combinations of input time points, not just a single time point. Thus, in this paper we compare the capacity of fault detection between random testing and CT. Random testing selects input time points from each input time class according to probability density of uniform distribution. For combinatorial testing, we use the criterion of neighbor combination coverage.
Definition 1: Consider that A is an n×k neighbor covering array, denoted by NCA(n; (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k )), such that every column i only has elements from the set v i and every possible 2-way interaction {a, b} with neighbor columns is at least covered in one row of A with a
The neighbor covering array of the input factor u is shown in For the example of three input factors y, z and w, NCA cannot be applicable as the existence of relevant input timing constraints between neighbor inputs, such as {1.5,5}, {6.5,25} and so on. To satisfy the relevant constraints between neighbor inputs, we define constrained neighbor covering array with CCTL formulas to describe the constraints. The constrained neighbor covering array is defined as follows.
Definition 2: Consider that A is an n×k constrained neighbor covering array, denoted by CNCA(n;
where C is the relevant constraint set described by CCTL, such that every column i only has elements from the set v i and every possible 2-way interaction {a, b} with neighbor columns which is not included in C is at least covered in one VOLUME 7, 2019
The relevant constraints described in CCTL can be denoted as the form like EX (¬a ∨ ¬b) with a
, which means that the input point combination (a, b) cannot appear at a row in CNCAs. The CNCA of three input factors y, z and w is shown in table 6. 
If there exist multiple input factors and timing correlation of factors needs to be tested, parallel testing of multiple factors is a feasible solution. In this paper, we propose a new test suite, parallel input time correlation test suites, to improve the coverage of correlation of input time. PITCTSs can not only cover the neighbor input time points of each factor, but also cover input time point combinations between each two factors. PITCTSs improve the coverage of input time points of RTESs.
Definition 3:
Consider that A is a parallel input time correlation test suite, denoted by PITCTS(n; F, I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I m ), where n is the number of matrices in the PITCTS, F is the number of factors and I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I m are m optional input time sets with |I 1 | = |I 2 | = . . . = |I m | = I . A must satisfy these the following two conditions:
, which are two factors, and ∀a,
Consider three factors f 1 , f 2 and f 3 which are restricted to be executed in three intervals [0, 1], [2, 5] and [7, 10] respectively. Two boundary time points in each interval are selected and the PITCTS is shown in table 7. There are four test cases in the PITCTS, and they cover all the needed input time combinations.
III. TEST SUITE GENERATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we illustrate the generation algorithms of input time test suites. And to compare the performance, we attach three test suite generation algorithms with random testing.
A. SERIAL INPUT FACTORS 1) TEST SUITE CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM OF INDEPENDENT INPUT FACTORS
Given k alternative time interval sets v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k which are used to construct NCAs, the NCA construction algorithm can construct a NCA with the size of n = max 1≤i≤k−1 [13] , where v = max 1≤i≤k |v i |. The procedure of NCA construction algorithm is shown in 1. First, the size n of the constructed NCA is calculated in lines from 2 to 6, and the constructed NCA is initialized to an empty array with n rows and k columns in line 7. Second, the first two columns in the NCA are constructed in lines from 9 to 15. The NCA construction procedure of the independent factor u is shown in tables from 8 to 11. In the first procedure shown in table 8, the points in time from the first two input time intervals are combined into pairs. Then, points in time from other input time intervals are considered one after another. When points in time in interval [7, 10] are considered, the number of points in time in the second column should be calculated. If there are time points in the second column whose number of time points is less than the points in the third column, the inadequate points are needed to be added. As the number of each time point in the second column is two, less than three the number of points in time in interval [7, 10] , each point in time in interval [2, 5] is added once as shown in table 9. Thus, the pre-condition for the time points in interval [7, 10] is met. Table 10 shows the constructed result of the third column. Finally, the empty elements are randomly added in the NCA shown in table 11 .
To compare the capacity of fault detection we take the random testing as a comparison method. The test suite construction algorithm with random testing is shown in algorithm 2. The algorithm needs the size of the generated test suite n as the end mark of the construction procedure. The appointed argument n is the size of NCA with the same input intervals.
The generated test suite T with size n is constructed one by one row and each element in a row is assigned a time point from the optional time interval randomly.
2) TEST SUITE CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM OF RELATIVE INPUT FACTORS
When the input factors are relative, there are relative constraints between neighboring input time intervals. The construction procedure is different from that of the NCA generation algorithm, as some certain relative constraints must be avoided [20] . This means that the constraint validity of each test case in a CNCA must be checked in the construction process. This constraint validity check problem can be converted to a satisfaction problem [21] - [23] , in which a test case is valid if and only if it avoids all the relative constraints. To solve the satisfaction problem, the available satisfiability (SAT) solving tool zChaff [24] is used.
The SAT solver zChaff can derive a check result based on take three kinds of constraints, relative constraints, at-least constraints and at-most constraints [22] . The relative constraints are described in the constraint set C. At-least constraints are needed to ensure that there is no less than one point in time for each time interval in a test case, and at-most constraints are needed to ensure that no more than one point in time for each time interval is assigned to a test case. For each time interval v i , given ∀a m , a n ∈ v i and a m = a n , at-most constraints limit that a m and a n cannot appear in the same test case, and can be denoted as EX (¬a m ∨ ¬a n ). At-least constraints limit that there is at least one time point a u with a u ∈ v i in a test case, and can be denoted as
. At-most constraints and at-least constraints for time interval v i can be derived from v i directly.
All the three kinds of constraints serve as conditions in the SAT initialization in the CNCA construction algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3 in line 1. The constructed CNCA is initialized to an empty array with zero rows and zero columns in line 2. In lines from 4 to 12, the points in time from the first two time intervals are combined into pairs except relative constraints. Each time point pairs are checked with the function ''SATCall'' in line 6. If the SAT solver returns ''SATISFI-ABLE'', the time point pairs are valid and can be added in line 8 and 9. Then, points in time from other time intervals are added in lines from 13 to 55. Before the ith column is to constructed, the prior task is to ensure the number of points in the (i−1)th column. The number of each point v i−1 (j) mapped the ith time interval is counted in lines from 14 to 25. In the
end if 6: end for 7: Initialize NCA = ∅; 8: r = 1; 9: for i = 1 to |v 1 | do 10: for j = 1 to |v 2 | do 11: NCA(r, 1) = v 1 (i); 12: NCA(r, 2) = v 2 (j); 13: r + +; 14: end for 15 : end for 16: for i = 3 to k do 17 :
19: 20: for l = 1 to |v i−1 | do 21: while NCA(d, i − 1) = ∅ do 22: d + +; 23: end while 24 :
end for 26: end for 27: end if 28: for j = 1 to |v i−1 | do 29: count(v i−1 (j)) = 0; //count the number of v i−1 (j) 30: end for 31: for j = 1 to n do 32: count(NCA(j, i − 1)) + +; 33: if count(NCA(j, i − 1)) ≤ |v i | then 34: NCA(j, i) = v i (count(NCA(j, i − 1))); 35: end if 36: end for 37: end for 38: for i = 1 to n do 39: for j = 1 to k do 40: if NCA(i, j) = ∅ then 41: p = Random()%|v j |; //p ranges from 0 to
NCA(i, j) = v j (p + 1); 43: end if 44: end for 45: end for procedure, the time set time_set i−1 (v i−1 (j)) is constructed, which stores the points in time interval v i mapped v i−1 (j). The number which has appeared in the CNCA is subtracted in lines from 26 to 30. When the existing CNCA has ∅ elements for j = 1 to k do The CNCA construction procedure of the relative factors y, z and w is shown in tables from 12 to 15. In the first procedure shown in table 12, the valid time point pairs from the first two input time intervals are combined. Then, points in time from other input time intervals are considered one after another. When points in the third time interval are considered, the number of points in time in the second column should be calculated. As the occurrence number of the point 5 is less than 4 and the occurrence number of the point 6.5 is less than 3, four new rows are added into the CNCA as shown in table 13. Then, the pre-conditions for the third column are met. Table 14 shows the constructed result of the third column. Finally, valid points are added to the empty elements in the CNCA as shown in table 15. To compare the capacity of faults detection we take the random testing as a comparison method for relative input for j = 1 to |v 2 | do 6: if SATCall(v 1 (i), v 2 (j)) = SATISFIABLE then 7: n + +;
8:
CNCA(n, 2) = v 2 (j); 10: end if 11: end for 12: end for 13: for i = 3 to k do 14: for j = 1 to |v i | do 15: count(v i−1 (j)) = |v i |;
16:
end for 18: for j = 1 to |v i−1 | do 19: for l = 1 to |v i | do 20: if SATCall(v i−1 (j), v i (l)) = SATISFIABLE then 21: count(v i−1 (j)) − −; 22: remove v i (l) from time_set i−1 (v i−1 (j)); 23: end if 24: end for 25: end for 26: for j = 1 to n do 27: if CNCA(j, i − 1) = ∅ then 28: count(CNCA(j, i − 1)) − −; 29: end if 30: end for 31: for j = 1 to n do 32: if CNCA(j, i − 1) = ∅ then 33: for l = 1 to |v i−1 | do 34: if count(v i−1 (l)) > 0 then 35: if SATCall(CNCA(j, i − 2), v i−1 (l)) = SATISFIABLE then 36: CNCA(j, i − 1) = v i−1 (l); 37: count(v i−1 (l)) − −; 38: end if 39: end if 40: end for 41: end if 42: end for 43: for j = 1 to |v i−1 | do 44: if count(v i−1 (j)) > 0 then 45: for l = 1 to count(v i−1 (j)) do 46: n + +; if SATCall (CNCA(l, j) factors. The test suite construction algorithm with random testing is shown in algorithm 4. The algorithm also needs the size of the generated test suite n as the end mark of the construction procedure. The appointed argument n is the size of the CNCA with the same input intervals. When an element VOLUME 7, 2019 in T is constructed, all the points which are valid are first inserted into the temp set tempSet in lines from 5 to 11. Then, a random point is selected from the tempSet in lines from 12 to 13. Thus, the test suite T with size n is constructed. for j = 1 to k do 5: tempSet = ∅;
6:
for l = 1 to |v j | do 7 :
if SATCall(T (i, j)) = SATISFIABLE then 9: tempSet appends v j (l); 10: end if 11: end for 12: p = Random()%|tempSet|; 13: T (i, j) = tempSet(p + 1); 14: end for 15: end for
B. PARALLEL INPUT FACTORS
To save time and resources of testing, a test suite which has a size as small as possible and covers all the input time relationship is optimal. As to find a test suite of minimum size which satisfies the first condition of PITCTSs is a NP-complete problem [25] , to find a PITCTS of minimum size is still NPcomplete. To construct PITCTSs which have sizes as small as possible, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [26] , [27] can play an important role.
1) PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
PSO was originally put forward by Kennedy as an optimization technique inspired by the swarm behavior of birds in 1995 [28] . The swarm of particles always moves towards the optimal position in the process of optimization. The position X t i = (x t i1 , x t i2 , . . . , x t ik ) represents a solution to the problem to be optimized. The speed V t i = (v t i1 , v t i2 , . . . , v t ik ) indicates the tendency of evolution and degree of variation. Fitness factors that present the degree of optimization are used to choose best particles. Each particle remembers its position where it has found its best solution so far, called pBest. Particles track the overall best solution obtained by any particle in the population, called gBest. As a result of the discrete values in factors, we adopt the discrete version of PSO (DPSO), which has been used in covering array generation [26] . The particle updates its coordinate x t ij according to the following equations:
where t is the iteration time, j is the component of the dimension k, i is the particle index, (c 1 , c 2 ) are two acceleration coefficients to adjust the weight between components, ω is the inertia weight in the range of (0, 1), and (r 1 , r 2 ) are two random factors ranged in (0, 1).
2) TEST SUITE CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM OF PARALLEL INPUT
The parallel input time correlation test suite generation algorithm based on PSO is shown as Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 The Parallel Input Time Correlation Test Suite
Generation Algorithm Based on PSO Input: the number of factors F, input time sets I 1 , I 2 ,. . . , I m , swarm size P and iteration time R Output: parallel input time correlation test suite T 1: initialize the fitness factor structures; 2: while TRUE do 3: initialize an empty matrix t m×F ; 4: for m do 5: initialize the population with a population size of P; 6: for R iterations do 7: update the population; 8: end for 9: t m×F appends gBest; 10: end for 11: if the fitness factor of t m×F is greater than 0 then 12: T appends t m×F ; 13: update the fitness factor structures; 14: if fitness factor structures are empty then 15: break while; 16: end if 17: end if 18 : end while
The algorithm can be explained in the following aspects. is updated with a random value in the range. Each particle updates its pBest with the position where it has its largest fitness factor thus far. The global best solution gBest is updated with the position where particles have their largest fitness factor.
d: END CONDITION
The generation process will finish when all the input time point combinations of each two different factors and all the neighbor input time point combinations of each factor are covered. That is to say, when H To compare the performance of the parallel input time correlation test suite generation algorithm, we take random testing as a comparison method. As the problem of constructing PITCTSs is NP-complete and PSO belongs to heuristic methods, a greedy process is integrated into random testing to increase the ability of optimizing. We have the reason to believe that when test suites have the same scales, test suites generated by random testing always own a low coverage, especially for the coverage criterion corresponding to PITCTSs. Thus, we compare the scales of test suites which have the same coverage criterion. The test suite construction algorithm with random testing is shown in algorithm 6. The algorithm needs the same candidate solutions size P for comparison. As PSO is a heuristic algorithm, it can give feasible solutions based on intuitive or empirical construction. Then, we add the greedy strategy to the random algorithm to compare the performance. For each input time point combination in t n×F , P candidate solutions are generated randomly in line 5. The input time point combination which has the largest fitness factor is appended into t n×F in line 6. The selection condition of t n×F and the end condition are the same as the algorithm 5.
Algorithm 6 A Parallel Input Time Test Suite Generation Algorithm Based on Random Testing
Input: the number of factors F, input time sets I 1 , I 2 ,. . . , I m and the number of candidate solutions P Output: parallel input time correlation test suite T 1: initialize the fitness factor structures; 2: while TRUE do 3: initialize an empty matrix t m×F ; 4: for m do 5: generate P candidate solutions randomly; 6: t m×F appends the solution with largest fitness factor; 7: end for 8: if the fitness factor of t m×F is greater than 0 then 9: T appends t m×F ; 10: update the fitness factor structures; 11: if fitness factor structures are empty then 12: break while; 13: end if 14: end if 15 : end while
IV. EXPERIMENTS
All the test suite generation algorithms in this paper are developed in the environment which consists of a laptop computer with Windows 7, 2.6 GHz 2 Core i5 CPU, 4 GB of RAM. They are coded and implemented in Qt Creator 4.8.1 (C++). 2 values respectively, and so on. Independent and relevant input timing constraints of each SUT are divided to evaluate the performance of algorithms. The generation time and the coverage of neighbor value pairs are evaluated respectively in the same generated size. The units of the generated time are seconds. The number of covered value pairs are calculated to evaluate coverage. As the algorithms of random testing depend on some degree of randomness, they are nondeterministic. Although the generation algorithms of NCAs and CNCAs are deterministic, the generation time of them may still vary every time. Thus, we performed 50 independent runs per SUT/coverage criterion for a statistical analysis. Table 16 shows the results of generated NCAs and test suites generated by random testing. The NCA generation algorithm generates NCAs with certain sizes for specified SUTs, and covers all the value pairs. The random testing can only cover the value pairs with the range from 63.13% to 77.34% compared with the NCA algorithm averagely, but can save considerable time with the range from 5.93% to 37.5% averagely. Table 17 shows the results of generated CNCAs and test suites generated by random testing. The CNCA generation algorithm generates CNCAs with certain sizes for specified SUTs, and covers all the valid value pairs. The random testing can only cover the valid value pairs with the range from 28.83% to 64.73% compared with the CNCAs algorithm averagely. However, the CNCA generation algorithm can save considerable time with the range from 0.08% to 86.09% averagely.
B. PARALLEL INPUT FACTORS
For the experiments of parallel input, we still use a benchmark with 8 different SUTs which have different configurations. Configurations of the 8 SUTs are shown in table 18. They have different factors, number of input time points and optional time points in each input. The number of input time point combinations of each two factors and the number of neighbor input time point combinations of each factor are listed respectively. PSO and random testing are used to generate PITCTSs respectively, and the generated sizes and time spent are shown in table 19 . As PSO and random testing both depend on some degree of randomness, they are nondeterministic. Thus, we performed 50 independent runs per SUT for a statistical analysis. The size of particles is 160, the iteration time is 20, ω = 0.3 and c 1 = c 2 = 1.375 which are referenced in [26] . The candidate solutions of random testing are also 160 as to compare. The units of the generated time are seconds. In table 19, we can see the generation time of PSO is about 20 times as much as random testing, as the iteration time of PSO is 20. More performed time makes PSO can obtain more optimal solutions than random testing, which can reduce repetitive tests.
V. APPLICATIONS
In this section, three applications are introduced. The input time points are selected according to their function requirements. Test suites are constructed automatically based on algorithms, and meet the corresponding coverage criteria. Expected test results are obtained on the basis of input-output relationship. Faults can be detected by comparing the actual test results with the expected test results.
A. A MISSILE-BORNE INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
In this subsection a missile-borne inertial navigation system is used as a RTES under test with independent input factors. When the missile launches for some time, the missile-borne inertial navigation system will work. Before the inertial navigation system starts to navigate, some preprocessing instructions are needed to be executed. They are ''selfinspection'', ''initial position binding'', ''initial benchmark establishment'', ''error calibration'' and ''navigation starting''. The five input instructions are needed to be input in turn. Table 20 shows the independent input intervals of the instructions. To perform testing, each instruction is assigned some input time points as shown in table 21. The inertial navigation system limits the input time of each instruction strictly. Once an instruction is input out of its corresponding input time interval, the inertial navigation system will return an error code, which presents that the instruction is input in a wrong time. If an instruction is input in the range of its corresponding input time interval, after the inertial navigation system handles this instruction, a result code with a legitimate input time will return. To test whether the inertial navigation system can return result codes with legitimate input time when instructions are input in their corresponding input time intervals, neighbor covering arrays are used. Table 22 shows the NCA(30; (v 1 = {0}, v 2 = {120, 390, 660, 930, 1200}, v 3 = {1500, 1700, 1900, 2100}, v 4 = {2400, 2600, 2800, 3000, 3200}, v 5 = {4000, 4200, 4400, 4600, 4800, 5000})) of the inertial navigation system. In table 22, each two neighbor input time point combinations of two neighbor instructions have been covered at least once. A comparative test suite which is generated by random testing is shown in table 23. We use the query performance counter to get the run time of the two algorithms, so the timing precision is the same as that of the crystal oscillator of CPU. The generation time of the NCA is about 0.0017s, and the generation time of the test suite with random testing is 0.0006s or so. The NCA uses a long time to cover 75 neighbor input time point pairs, and the test suite with random testing uses a short time to cover 55 neighbor input time point pairs. When the two test suites are executed, a fault which is presented through a result code of the navigation instruction is detected. Two test cases which are in bold font detect the fault. They are the sixteenth and the twenty-sixth test case in table 22 . The result codes of these two test cases show that the input time of the error calibration instruction is illegal, as the process of initial benchmark establishment has never been accomplished. The similarity of these two test cases is that the initial benchmark establishment instruction is input in the 2100th sec. When the error calibration instruction is input in the 2400th sec, the initial benchmark establishment may not be accomplished. The possible reason may be the difference of the neighbor inputs is greater than 300 (2400 − 2100). The fault isn't detected in the test suite which is constructed by random testing. This is because the input time point pairs (2100, 2400) doesn't appear in it. We construct 50 test suites with random testing and only 40 test suites cover the input time point pairs.
B. A MISSILE-BORNE RADAR
We use a missile-borne radar as the RTES under test with relevant input factors. Generally, when the radar is powered, it will receive specific input instructions to check its working status and set its working mode. The radar under test is a RTES, as it handles input instructions in real time and responds in specified time. The input time of the subsequent input instructions must be more than the response time of the previous instruction. Thus, the input time of different input instructions forms relative constraints which need to be followed. One check demand of the radar under test has six input instructions which should be input to the radar successively. The six input instructions of the radar under test are listed in table 24. As shown in table 24, the six input instructions have its respective instruction handling time. A subsequent input instruction should be input after the radar handles the previous instruction, otherwise the subsequence instruction is invalid to the radar. If an instruction is input under timing constraints, the radar will returns a message after it executes the instruction, which indicates the processing result. When an instruction is input during the processing time of the previous instruction, a message which indicates the instruction is invalid returns quickly. Thus, the processing time restricts the input time of instructions and is regarded as input timing constraints. We use I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I 6 to represent the six instructions respectively. Then, the input timing constraints can be expressed in formal representations based on CCTL as follows.
• EX (I 1 ) → EXEF [60,+∞) [40,+∞) (I 6 ) Based on the timing constraints, the input time intervals of these input instructions can be designed. The input time of power supply is regarded as the zeroth sec to the radar under test, and the input time of other instructions are based on it. According to the time baseline and the input time constraints, four input time of the self inspection instruction which belong to [60, +∞) are selected. They are the 60th sec, the 70th sec, the 80th sec and the 90th sec. To satisfy the constraint between the self inspection instruction and the pre launch 
The CNCA shown in table 26 covers 44 neighbor input time point pairs and avoids 24 timing constraints with 0.0700s. When the CNCA is executed, a fault which is presented through a result code of the instruction of cancellation of pre-launch inspection is detected. The result code presents that it is failed to cancel the pre launch inspection, as pre launch inspection instruction is not finished. 15 test cases in total which are in bold font detects this fault. A test suite of the missile-borne radar with random testing constructed by the algorithm 4 is shown in table 27. The test suite covers 30 neighbor input time point pairs and avoids 24 timing constraints with 0.2150s. As the existence of timing constraints, some neighbor input time point pairs and input time points are absent. The reason why the generation time of random testing is more than that of the CNCA is that random testing calls the SAT solver more times. For the input time of each instruction in a test case, random testing calls the SAT solver to produce an optional input time point set. The CNCA generation algorithm takes less time as it constructs a test suite with less SAT solver calls. The test suite with random testing also detects the fault which the CNCA does. The test cases which detects the fault are in bold font in table 27 . By the comprehensive analysis of the test cases which detect the fault of failing to cancel the pre launch inspection instruction, we find that the input time difference of the pre launch inspection and the cancellation of pre launch inspection equals 100ms, and this time difference maybe too short to perform the pre launch inspection instruction. To detect the same fault, four different types of input point pairs in time exist in the CNCA. They are (t I 3 = 150, t I 4 = 250), (t I 3 = 160, t I 4 = 260), (t I 3 = 170, t I 4 = 270) and (t I 3 = 180, t I 4 = 280). Whereas only three types of input time point pairs exist in the test suite which is generated by random testing. They are (t I 3 = 150, t I 4 = 250), (t I 3 = 170, t I 4 = 270) and (t I 3 = 180, t I 4 = 280). To verify the coverage which can 
C. A MISSILE SIGNAL MONITORING SYSTEM
In this subsection, a missile signal monitoring system is used as the SUT of a parallel time correlation RTES. The missile signal monitoring system independently monitors direct voltage signals, alternating voltage signals and serial port signals etc. This system monitors five minutes each time and stores the monitoring results into data files. We just test the function of direct voltage signal monitoring in this paper. The signal monitoring system monitors 4 direct voltage signal channels simultaneously for five minutes and stores the monitoring results into a data file. As the monitoring system monitors direct voltage signals in a timed sequence and records monitoring results uniformly, PITCTSs are applicable.
As the monitored missile always sends direct voltage signals every 5 seconds or so, we divide five minutes into 60 fivesecond intervals and in each interval a direct voltage signal is input. Thus, 60 inputs will be performed in each channel. In each five-second interval, we select 5 integer time points as optional input time. The PITCTSs used to perform are generated by random testing and PSO respectively as shown in NCAs and the test suites generated by random testing are suitable for testing RTESs with serial independent input factors and can detect faults in the systems under test. Random testing uses less time than the NCA generation algorithm to generate test suites, whereas NCAs can cover all the neighbor input time point pairs. If the generation time may not be the key factor, NCAs are more applicable. In the case of RTESs with serial relevant input factors, random testing not only takes longer time, but also covers less neighbor input time point pairs. Because of the randomness, random testing can cover different neighbor input time point pairs in each generation. In short, some input time point pairs are always absent in test suites generated by random testing. This makes random testing inefficient and less usable. Therefore, NCAs and CNCAs are efficient and effective under serial input factors.
For RTESs with parallel independent input factors, PITCTSs which can cover the input time point combinations of each two factors and the neighbor input time point combinations of each factor are applicable and own high coverage. Usually PSO spends longer time to obtain more optimal solutions than random testing, whereas random testing spends shorter time to obtain worse solutions.
VI. RELATED WORKS
Various modeling approaches of RTESs have been researched in recent years.
Operation delay constraints, which are either unary such as bounds on the delay of an operation, or binary as bounds on the delay between initiation time of two operations, are needed to ensure timing performance of embedded systems [29] . Operation delay constraints are similar to input timing constraints, as they are all constraints which are from the using perspective. By default, any sequencing dependency between two operations, induces a minimum delay constraint which must be satisfied in order to observe the execution semantics of the flow graph. Operation delay constraint analysis techniques to ensure performance guarantees of a given hardware-software implementation are presented by Gupta and Micheli [29] .
A series of criteria for assessing the capabilities of temporal logics for the specification, validation, and verification of real-time systems are presented by Bellini et al. [30] . Their research shows that most of the temporal logics examined are found not fully satisfactory for the specification of real-time systems on the basis of the adopted criteria, and the features that should be available to build a temporal logic highly suitable for the specification of real-time systems are presented.
As Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and CTL can only present some simple limitations regarding specifications of real time systems, it does not provide means to formalize real time constraints, such as the constraints with time values. XCTL (eXplicit Clock Temporal Logic) is based on LTL and can specify richer timing constraints than LTL [31] . In XCTL, the clock variable T allows one to refer to global time of real time systems. This feature makes XCTL suitable for the specification and verification of complex real time properties. CCTL, which enhances the unrestricted temporal operators of CTL with time-bounded versions, uses [min,max]-time interval structures to quantize timing parameters [15] . These interval structures can allow a comfortable description of timing properties.
Another formal model of real-time systems, called the Algebra of Communicating Shared Resources (ACSR) is proposed by Clarke and Lee [5] . ACSR is a timed process algebra that includes features for representing synchronization, time, temporal scopes, resource requirements, and priorities. A test language and testing methodology are also presented for verifying timing constraints on real-time systems described in ACSR.
Besides formalization description methods of specifying timing constraints, a timed automata based testing framework is proposed by Krichen and Tripakis [32] . This framework can fully handle non-deterministic and partially observable specifications in a conformance relation, called timed inputoutput conformance. Under the assumption that systems under test can be modeled in the given framework, a set of tests can be automatically derived from the specification to test conformance of the model. The set of tests which cover the edges of the specification automaton is generated heuristically. A formal framework for testing distributed real-time systems is also proposed by Krichen [6] . In the formal framework, a formal conformance relation timed input-output conformance is proposed.
The time petri nets model which is a timed version of petri nets model is presented to model real-time systems [9] . An algorithm to decompose the nets into independent segment groups is developed and the basic concept of path testing by adding the time variation is extended.
A monitor-based approach to checking a system against its formal requirements with quantitative temporal constraints at runtime is proposed by Zhao et al. [33] . This approach which uses a similar interval marking technique to express quantitative temporal properties, opens up the possibility to act whenever incorrect system behaviors are detected.
A black-box based RTES environment modeling approach using the UML/MARTE international standard is proposed by Arcuri et al. [1] . Three test automation strategies of random testing, adaptive random testing, and search-based testing using inputs from UML/MARTE environment models are investigated. As the experimental results show that which test selection technique to use is determined by the failure rate and the execution time of test cases, a practical process to combine the use of all the three test strategies is proposed.
Another test case generation method for RTESs is modeled as Timed Input Output Automata (TIOA) [34] - [37] . An essential precondition of TIOA is that the states of RTESs under test need to be obtained before testing. In TIOA, a trace is a sequence of inputs and outputs as well as delays. Usually, an effective test suite needs to cover all the feasible traces at least once.
A new component-based Priority-based Approach (PA) for testing real-time systems modeled as UPPAAL Timed Automata (UTA) is proposed by Aboutrab et al. [38] . The test cases generated according to transitions and clock region coverage criteria are divided into three sets of priorities, namely boundary, out-boundary and in-boundary, to reduce the number of required tests for a particular SUT.
Real-Time Extended Interface Automata (RTEIA) is presented in paper [39] . The RTEIA is able to control the input conveniently and to realize both the path and interface covering when applied in sofware testing feld by establishing the input automata.
Model based approaches deal with ''time'' at conceptual level, and may leave some doubt on their validity for representing real-time testing is pointed out by Yang et al. [8] . They propose a methodology for creating and running t-way input sequence interaction test suites in realtime with the time between input events considered as a critical test parameter.
Model based test generation methods mentioned above focus on the establishment of models of real-time systems mostly. Generated tests based on models just traverses most or all paths composed of states, and for each input factor in a path a random value or a specified value is assigned. When SUTs are treated as a black box for functional testing without considering their models, random testing is a common method by sampling input time space randomly [40] . Random testing cannot design test suites with high coverage of input possibilities, especially for the inputs with timing correlation. CT [41] - [44] is an efficient testing method through which an optimal or near optimal test suite with fewer test cases and high fault detection rate [45] can be designed or generated. CT has been successfully applied to many non-real time different domains, such as GUI [46] , Web applications [47] , database [48] and system hardware design flaw analysis of the Lockheed Martin F-16 ventral fin [49] . In case of real-time systems, NCAs has been used in the Automatic Block Signal System (ABSS) for preventing rear-end collision of high speed trains [13] .
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented clocked computation tree logic based input timing constraints specification method. Then, two test suite generation algorithms of neighbor covering arrays and constrained neighbor covering arrays which are employed to independent and relevant factors of serial input are given respectively. Parallel input time correlation test suites which are appropriate for independent factors of parallel input are also presented. Three test suite generation algorithms based on random testing used as baselines for comparison are presented. Benchmark with different configurations is conducted to evaluate the algorithms' performance. Three real world RTESs under input timing constraints are tested with different test suites respectively. We can conclude that for serial input factors NCAs and CNCAs are effective and efficient compared with random testing and for parallel input factors PSO spends a longer time to generate test suites with smaller sizes compared with random testing. In a word, NCAs, CNCAs and PITCTSs are beneficial to detect faults caused by input time point interactions and can play an important role in improving test efficiency.
